Special Features Guide

Grids

Each projector includes 24 frames of grids and patterns that can be used alone, or projected over an image.

Select GRID on remote; press ← or → to select grid. ▼ to color ← or → to select grid color. CLOSE.

OR, in the main menu, go to SETTINGS ► GRIDS and select grid pattern and color. EXIT.

To use grids alone, exit to the “no signal” screen. Then select GRIDS on the remote. Choose a black or gray grid pattern. Push BLANK to see your work without the grid pattern.
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Keystone / Edge Adjust

Keystone Control
Flare100 & Inspire800 only
When set to Auto Keystone (SETTINGS ► OPTION2), vertical adjustment is automatic if the projector is tilted relative to vertical surface. Turn off to use manual keystone control.
Manual keystone: On remote adjust vertical keystone KEY.S▲/ KEY.S ▼

Flare100 and Inspire800 horizontal keystone is adjusted by moving the projector left or right until the image is squared.

Edge Adjust—Keystone Skew Control
Impression1400 only
Edge Adjust lets you adjust each of the corners of the four corners of your image independently, for skew and angle control. Go to the Edge Adj. button on the remote OR, in the main menu, go to SETTINGS ► OPTION2 ► Edge Adj. Pull or push each corner to the position needed, then go to your image.

The Edge Adj. must be set before going to a USB image.
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Grayscale / Blank / Rotate

**Grayscale**
USB source: On remote, select Q.MENU ▶ Set Video using the arrow keys on the remote, scroll to Color; adjust color down to zero.
All other devices: Select SETTINGS ▶ OPTION2 using the arrow keys on remote, scroll down to Grayscale and turn on or off.

*Grayscale is useful for tonal evaluations, also edge and contrast detection of areas.*

**Blank**
Press BLANK on remote to blank out image and see your work. BLANK again to restore.

**Rotate—USB source only**
Preview image. Push OK. On menu bar at bottom use arrow key to select ⇧.
Push OK to rotate image 90°. OK again to rotate more. Press ⇧ to exit.

---

**TIP:** Use custom picture settings EXPERT 1 and EXPERT 2 to preset grayscale or high contrast image settings so you can easily switch between image views while you work. See full Owner’s Manual on the CD for detailed instructions.
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Flip/Reverse / Zoom

Flip / Reverse
Turn off Auto Keystone (SETTINGS ► OPTION2). If using USB, push EXIT first.
Push SETTINGS ► PJT Mode.
Choose Front for normal. Front Ceiling for vertical flip, Rear for horizontal flip, and Rear Ceiling for both vertical & horizontal flip.

Zoom—USB source only
Set your zoom level and selection last in your image setup!
Select OK on remote to open bottom menu.
▼ to menu. ► to on remote to set zoom amount.
◄ ► ▲ ▼ to position image.

The first zoom step may be large as the projector resizes the image first to its native resolution:
Flare100—854x480
Inspire800—1280x800
Impression1400—1920x1080
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Package Contents

Package Contents
- Projector
- Remote control with batteries
- Power cord
- HDMI cable
- USB multi-card reader
- USB flash drive
- Storage bag
- Tripod spacer (Inspire & Impression only)
- Composite connector (Inspire & Impression only)
- Component connector (Impression only)
- Warranty information
- Print manual—QuickStart (English)
- CD manual—Full manual (multi-language)
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